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I grew up in the English countryside wearing homemade rainbow sweaters and taking
interpretive dance classes at a Waldorf school.

I moved to America, joined the Army, and did two tours in Afghanistan as a drone
pilot. I worked as a tailor after that. Then I went to ArtCenter to study design. Now I
live in Japan.

I think stuff is important. Objects and stuff. Life is so emotionally complexed, but we
can steer it somewhere positive by just using and owning nice things.

...yes, that’s really the homemade sweater.About Jordan
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Note: I use this painting because my graduation shoot was cancelled due to COVID,
and commissioning a portrait made me feel regal and important.



The chords dangle like the
tassels on your hoodie, making
the interaction natural and
fidgety.

Basic mapping sensors can understand
the world, the use that information to
create an intimate listening experience.

Google Soundscape 3

Google Soundscape is a pair of headphones that aims to create a more
humanistic way of listening to the world. Through simple
sensing technology, the sound is placed in and around your environment.
In this way, Soundscape blends the listener, the sound, and the greater
soundscape into one seamless experience.

Google Soundscape
sponsored by Google



We could hear ourselves touching
light.

Photoreceptors were attached to
gloves, and spliced with audio cables.
This allowed us to touch and hear the
light and magnetic fields around us.

DesignExploring and researching

It wasn’t about playing the
environment, but creating the
environment to play in.

Interviews revealed that street
musicians didn’t want a new way to
play, they wanted better ways to
connect.

We sought to create a
comfortable environment around
the ears.

Theres a big difference between
collaborating online, and in person. The
shape should inform a place, rather
than a service.

It should feel less like technology,
and more like clothing.

Going so far as custom dying fabric, it
was important that the technology felt
natural and familiar.
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I was able to apply what I learned
from my virtual reality narrative
class to immerse our audience in
the concept.

Animated scenarios accompanied my
teammates explanation on the UI and
functions.

Soundscape storytelling
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Butterflies taste through their
feet. Were we butterflies, the
floor in a restaurant would be of
much greater importance.

As technology advances, we will see our
senses evolve and expand. As they do,
so too will our world change.

Conceptsound as perfume

sound as perfume is an exploration of how the future augmentation of
our senses could shape the world around us.

The piece consists of a tulip, CD’s containing the information of how the
scent of the flower was digitized, the music created from the digital
information, and the perfume bottle created from the music.
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The presentation displayed the
transformation from scent, to
data, to music, to object.

Through writings, illustrations, scents,
sounds, and objects, I tried to convey
the concept of sensory evolution.

Machine olfaction sensory data of
tulips was turned into music and
a bottle design.

I became obsessed with the idea of
augmented sensory perception from a
sensory biology class.

StorytellingDesign
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Greeting Mirror

Mirrors are inherently confrontational objects. You often catch yourself
by surprise, or see a version of you that does not match how you feel. The
mirror can be the beginning of a great day, or an unhappy day. Greeting
Mirror is an object that allows you to greet yourself, and gives you the
control to see yourself when you’re ready.

Greeting Mirror Project Name No
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72 x 27

The concept of mirroring is imbued in
the dimensions, veneer and hardware.

Connection to the floor provides
continuity.

The environment is an extension of
yours, rather than a different one.

Unstained wood and soft
hardware try to present a less
manufactured look.

A hydrophobic nano coating protects the
untreated wood form dirt and moisture.
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I mostly constructed it on my bed
at home because the workshop
was noisy.

The mirror was displayed at the front of
the gallery and is probably the project I
had the most ownership over.

VR models allowed iterations to
be viewed full size, saving time
and materials.

The concept quickly became a door. It
was just a matter of finding the right
one.

MakingVR Mockups and design
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Wave Washing Machine

Although large, a wave producing
washing machine will generate calming
pink noise when washing clothes, while
not losing effectiveness.

Tuned Flatware

Specially tuned flatware will produce
much softer, hollow sounds when
scraping together or across the plate.

Soft Closing Microwave

Simple changes in latch mechanism
and alerts, ultimately makes a
microwave that doesn't push you
toward a heart attack.

Objectssound + objects

When object are designed, the look of a door might drive the material it’s
made of. But the sound it makes when it closes rarely dictates the
material.

sound + objects explores objects designed acoustically first. The objects
can look odd, or quite normal, but they show how this method results in a
more thoughtful contribution to the soundscape.

Note: This project was interrupted by the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Using all of the research and
prototyping findings, I designed
cutlery that should sound more
pleasant.

I used found objects to test shape and
sound, and spectrum analysis’ on
household appliances.

Everything from fork tine analysis
to Schafer’s soundscape
philosophy were used to develop
the project.

MIT and Harvard researchers have
developed models for computing
acoustics of objects.

Prototyping and designScience and the soundscape
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The project was turned into a
booklet, which could serve as a
guide to thinking about sound
when designing an object.

Animations with original sound design
illustrated the impact these changes
could have.

Story
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A new perspective

Muji’s characteristic gentle
photography style offers a new
perspective of the united states, that
everyone can feel appreciative of.

IDEA Truck.

A physical representation of Muji’s
product development platform, IDEA
Park, goes into communities to better
understand their needs and familiarize
people with the brand.

Two-Way Grill

New products that are both familiar and
novel are created to appeal to this
diverse market..

CampaignMuji Project USA

Muji Project USA is a business campaign concept for Muji USA. Muji,
philosophically, is a good company to exist in America. But for many
reasons, they seem unable to offer their true value to American
customers.

Through media, social outreach, and product development, the project
tries to show how Muji might better understand their audience, and how
the audience might better understand Muji.

Muji Project USA 13



Grilled meats, teppanyaki, and
nabemono can all be make with a
simple appliance.

The grill combines familiar concepts to
the US and Japanese market, and
allows Muji to suggest new ways of
eating at home.

A comprehensive analysis of the
brand showed that Muji’s values
were being diluted.

The arrival of the pandemic reenforced
the behaviors that made the American
customer worth the investment.

DesignResearch

Americans living
paycheck to paycheck

Stressed by cluttered
home

More time spent at home

78% 84% 70%
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The campaign could not only help
business, but address more
serious issues facing their
customers.

An animated story showed how the
project could reach out to customers
and can create real, considerate
experiences

Storytelling
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A mirrored chess board so you
can play against yourself.

We were only given an hour to make a
chess set, so I made half to save time.

Mirror ChessSmall Projects

I wish i could share more projects with you, but it might make this far
too long.

The following pages are some smaller projects. Some are from classes,
some were just for fun. Some were researched, some I thought of in the
shower.
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Tea lights that simulate picking a
flower in order to light a candle.

The vase breaks down into holders for
each light.

My first experience in data
sonification.

Personal writings were turned into raw
data, and then music.

Tea Light FlowersAlbum of Me
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A sex toy designed to address
issues with sustainability, cost,
and social barriers toward sexual
exploration.

Textured silicone pads are paired with
disposable lubricated sheets for a
simple but varied experience.

A private obligation is turned into
something ceremonious and
performative for your body.

A small change turns the interaction
into that of a ladle, rather than a
normal body wash bottle.

Tenga MakiHishaku Bottle
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Sketches and doodles from
various projects.

Because I like to think of each project
as a story, it makes more sense to me
to illustrate it, rather than try to render
it.

Sketch Library
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Thank you
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